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Prof. Antonio Sprock <editor@ijlter.org> 10 January 2019 at 19:25
To: Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id>

Fika Megawati: 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Teaching English for the First 
Time: Frightening or Challenging?" to International Journal of Learning, 
Teaching and Educational Research. With the online journal management system 
that we are using, you will be able to track its progress through the 
editorial process by logging in to the journal web site: 

Manuscript URL: http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter/author/submission/1329 
Username: fikamegawati 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this 
journal as a venue for your work. 

Prof. Antonio Sprock 
International Journal of Learning, Teaching and Educational Research 
________________________________________________________________________ 
International Journal of Learning, Teaching and Educational Research 
http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter 

IJLTER ORG <ijlter.org@gmail.com> 11 January 2019 at 10:40
To: Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id>

Dear Author,

We have received your paper. Thank you for your submission.

We will revert back to you within 24 hours after a preliminary assessment.

Prof. Antonio Sprock
[Quoted text hidden]
--  

Editorial Office 
International Journal of Learning, Teaching and Educational Research 
ISSN: 1694-2116 (Online) 
ISSN: 1694-2493 (Print) 
Website: http://ijlter.org/ 
Email: ijlter.org@gmail.com

IJLTER ORG <ijlter.org@gmail.com> 12 January 2019 at 11:47
To: Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id>

Dear Dr Megawati,

Your paper is relevant to IJLTER.

However, we would like to know whether you will be able to pay the fees of $250 if your paper is accepted. We apologise for
for this direct query. This is so because we get many papers from Indonesia but we never receive any payment from the
authors when their papers are accepted. Nowadays, reviewers' time is very precious and we cannot afford to waste their
time. 

Your paper has not been sent for in-depth review yet.

A. Sprock 

http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter/author/submission/1329
http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter
http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter
mailto:editor.ijlter@gmail.com
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[Quoted text hidden]

Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id> 12 January 2019 at 11:57
To: IJLTER ORG <ijlter.org@gmail.com>

Dear IJLTER editoral team,

thanks for the confirmation. Yes. I will ne able to pay the article processing charges if my paper gets accepted. This article
publication is funded by my institution.
[Quoted text hidden]

IJLTER ORG <ijlter.org@gmail.com> 12 January 2019 at 12:19
To: Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id>

Dear Dr Megawati,

Thank you for the prompt response.

We are glad to inform you that your paper is now under review.

Prof. Antonio Sprock 
[Quoted text hidden]
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ijlter <ijlter.org@gmail.com> 18 February 2019 at 11:09
To: Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id>
Cc: Yuli Astutik <yuliastutik@umsida.ac.id>

Fika Megawati: 

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to International 
Journal of Learning, Teaching and Educational Research, "Teaching English 
for the First Time: Frightening or Challenging?". 

Our decision is to: resubmit for review 

ijlter  
ijlter.org@gmail.com 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer I: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Acceptable 

Scope of paper:: 
        Relevant to IJLTER 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        fluent and smooth 

References::  
        authentic , reliable and up to date 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        it seems that the paper was prepared for conference not journal so it is
necessary to elaborate the methodology, research design and research results 
. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer L: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Good 

Scope of paper:: 
        Highly relevant 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        Good 

References::  
        Need more references; 

mailto:ijlter.org@gmail.com
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Need to be more updated 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        Need to include information on how to develop the qualitative questions; 
Need to detail the process of data analysis; 
The findings need to be presented more concisely; 
Discussion needs to be deeper and links to teaching implications 

------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer N: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Good 

Scope of paper:: 
        Relevant to IJLTER 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        Paper was presented nicely. 

References::  
        Related studies were included in the references. 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        Author tries justify that  quality of teacher performance, teaching 
practicum is required by the Teacher Training and Education Faculty in 
university level. In support the Summary of Teaching Practicum Journal were 
taken unto consideration. It is a unique way to justify. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer P: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Good 

Scope of paper:: 
        Highly relevant 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        Good use of language, though there are a few sentences that may need to be 
revisited. 

References::  
        Good referencing. 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        This is generally a good paper. However, the authors need to strengthen the 
discussion of findings. Currently, it is still weak. Second, the abstract 
should be strengthened too. See the text attached. 
attachment: 4754 
------------------------------------------------------ 
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------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer Q: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Good 

Scope of paper:: 
        Relevant to IJLTER 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        Some grammatical errors 

References::  
        Quite alrighjt 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        Authors should improve in their knowledge of statistical tools to be 
applied 
attachment: 4779 
------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer T: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Nil 

Scope of paper:: 
        Relevant to IJLTER 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        Unfortunately, the language in this article lacks the flow and continuity 
of a research article. I would recommend reading it extensively and making 
corrections. There are large sections of the paper that do not reflect the 
use of academic language. 

References::  
        Some of the references are dated. Making them more current will improve the 
focus. 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        The section on methodology needs more work. It has been put together too 
hastily. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer V: 

Paper length::  
        Ok 

Originality::  
        Acceptable 

Scope of paper:: 
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        Relevant to IJLTER 

Related work::  
        Acceptable 

Language::  
        This is the area that needs most attention. Unfortunately, the standard of 
writing is not of publishable standard quite yet. I advise you to keep 
reading academic literature to develop your writing skills. 

References::  
        Ok. It could do with some more references throughout. 

Additional comments along the following lines: originality, literature 
review, methodology, evaluation of results, research implications, quality 
of communication, etc.:  
        Well done on the work you have conducted so far. It is such a relevant area 
and it is wonderful that you are interested in developing this area. The 
quality of communication is the area that needs most work. Rephrasing some 
of the research questions would also make it clearer. I have attached some 
minor edits that might help with the writing style. Also, try to remain 
neutral when writing for academia. Good luck with your future research. 
attachment: 4757 
------------------------------------------------------ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
International Journal of Learning, Teaching and Educational Research 
http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter 

3 attachments

1329-4754-1-RV.doc 
171K

1329-4779-1-RV.doc 
181K

1329-4757-1-RV.doc 
173K

IJLTER ORG <ijlter.org@gmail.com> 18 February 2019 at 11:13
To: Fika Megawati <fikamegawati@umsida.ac.id>
Cc: Yuli Astutik <yuliastutik@umsida.ac.id>

Dear Authors, 

The decision for your paper is: resubmit for review 

You need to do the following and submit the paper by email at your earliest convenience for another round of review. 

Editor's Note 
1. Format the paper strictly according to the template (attached). 
2. Follow APA style strictly for the references. References must strictly follow APA otherwise publication will be
delayed. 
http://www.apastyle.org/
http://student.ucol.ac.nz/library/onlineresources/Documents/APA_guide_2015.pdf 
3. Check if references are mentioned in the text (and vice-versa).  
Failure to correct the references will delay the review process.  
Add at least one reference from IJLTER if available.  
Also include recent papers (2015-2018) in the references.  
Any non-English words must have their equivalent inside square brackets [ ].  
4. Address all the concerns of the reviewers, as far as appropriate.  
5. Mention the doi of each reference where available.  
a. Go to http://search.crossref.org/ 
b. Copy and paste the title of the paper in the search box 
c. Press the Enter key. 
d. Copy and paste the doi back to the paper (into the reference section) is one is available. DOI may not be available for
some of the references. This is fine.
6. Prepare a separate word document to indicate the changes that were made. This is compulsory. The paper will
not be re-considered without this. 
7. The paper is currently very short. Given that a lot of information is found in tables, you should aim for a total of 5000
words for the paper, inclusive of references. 

http://ijlter.org/index.php/ijlter
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dc96eebbd1&view=att&th=168fecb589758076&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dc96eebbd1&view=att&th=168fecb589758076&attid=0.2&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dc96eebbd1&view=att&th=168fecb589758076&attid=0.3&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
http://www.apastyle.org/
http://student.ucol.ac.nz/library/onlineresources/Documents/APA_guide_2015.pdf
http://search.crossref.org/

